
SODA Stitch SO-3177 - Alice in Wonderland -

I personally suggest purchasing your SODA Stitch patterns directly from them or the official retailers you find listed on their website 

www.sodastitchindonesia.com; since I live in Italy, I get mine from the European retailer, Chibi Stitches located in France. 

It took me a fair bit of investigation when I first discovered their existence a year ago, and since then many people have asked me where to find 

their charts. One way to contact them is SODA’s official Facebook page, where you can also find useful info about people who sadly resell 

photocopies or other pirated versions of their charts. Copyright is a very serious matter with every designer, and one’s hard work should always 

be retributed with the money they deserve for the many, joyful stitching hours they give us in return. Make sure that your money will be supporting 

the right kind of business: before purchasing a pattern always check that the source is a reliable and trustworthy one. 

- - -

Because I found a discrepancy between the colours listed in the DMC thread key for this chart and the model on the cover, I decided to come 

up with different colour options:

⁃ option 1 is the one I’m currently working on and features only a few changes to the original key; I chose to do this for several reasons 

I explained in my blog post “holding two papers with one stone”.

⁃ option 2 is the one I will work on next in the attempt to sometimes recreate the exact colours shown in the model on the cover of the 

pattern, sometimes go more subtle; because I haven’t stitched this one yet there might be colour adjustments once I actually start working on it, 

so take these as suggestions or guidelines when choosing your own colours.

⁃ other interesting options are other possible colours that might or might not suit your taste; these are the tones I will resort to in case 

option 2 doesn’t please me. In some cases I used separate columns so that vertically you get a handy and clear set of pinks, yellows, blues, etc.

Because I’ll be working both versions on 40ct. white Zweigart linen with 1 ply over 2, there is no difference in thread plies between stitching and 

backstitching. This means that the backstitch is going to look a bit stronger than it would if I was using 2 plies over 2 on 32ct., for instance. For this 

reason I decided to sometimes add a separate shade for the backstitching; if you’re going to work with 2 plies you can use the same tone for 

the backstitches and the regular cross stitches.

The colour names refer to the called for DMC you find listed in the pattern. The colour options I came up with will differ from that to various 

extents. I arranged the thread list according to colour (purples, blues, yellows, etc. ), and each colour goes from light to dark.

If you decide to use one of the suggestions I provided, I would love to see it come to life (I don’t think I’ll ever stitch this four or five times, yet 
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https://thegreytail.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/holding-two-papers-with-one-stone/


there are so many ways in which it would look fantastic!), just write me using my contact info. If you feel like, let your friends know about this PDF in 

my blog: if other stitchers are interested I might make something similar for the other SODA patterns I plan to stitch in the near future. ciao!

Chiara - 18/3/2015

blog: http://thegreytail.wordpress.com

Instagram & Twitter: nexthursday

Facebook: Taras BaBa

colour called for DMC option 1 option 2 other interesting options backstitching notes

violet vy lt 153 153 153 211

grape lt 3836 3836 554 209, 210

grape dk 3834 550 327 3837, 552, 553 208 for the BS on the Cheshire Cat in option 1

white blanc blanc blanc B5200, 3865

beaver grey vy dk 645 645 414 317, 318, 415

black 310 310 310 939, 3371

sky blue vy lt 747 747 775 162 3753 828

turquoise lt 598 598 3841 827 3752 3761

turquoise dk 3810 3810 3755 813 932 519

turquoise ul vy dk 3808 3808 334 826 931 518

brown vy lt 435 435 434 841 433

brown md 433 801 801 839 898

moss green lt 3819 3819 164 369 3348

moss green 581 581 989 368 3347

topaz lt 726 726 727 3822 744

tangerine md 741 741 726 3820 743

burnt orange md 946 946 725 3852 742

salmon lt 761 3713 151 3713 605 3609

melon md 3706 961 3733 760 602 3607

raspberry dk 3831 3831 3350 3328 600 718 150 for the BS (for the roses too) in option 2

peach lt 754 754 754

peach vy lt 948 948 948
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